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Human Challenges

are

Systems Challenges
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Characteristics of 
Systems

• Purpose – a property of the system
• All parts must connect to fulfill the purpose
• All parts must be arranged in a certain order for the 

system to function
• Stability of the system is created by feedback loops
• Flow of information (Transmit and Receive)
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Complex Systems

• Systems with many interacting components
• Distributed structure with feedback loops
• Interactions give rise to patterns of behavior 
• Structure of a system gives rise to its 

collective behaviors
• Nonlinear response (output)  to input , often 

sensitively dependent on input (i.e., can be 
chaotic)
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Systemic Behavior

Types of Loops

• Reinforcing Loops
• Create more growth (or 

collapse!)
• Successive changes that 

add up (growth) or 
(decrease/collapse) 

• Balancing Loops
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Dynamics 
System delays

Hidden troubles!

• Feedback control loops create dynamic processes

• Time delays in feedback loop are often

• Response takes time: the system may over or 
under react, causing oscillations (swings) that 
can be very disruptive

• Changing the duration of the delay, may make 
large effects on system behavior

• Physical delays – every transaction can take time to 
happen!

• Correction may take time to happen due to

• Information delays

• Perception delays

• Reactions are NOT instantaneous!!
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Systems 
Archetypes

• Common patterns of behavior in 
organizations. 
• Provide insight into the underlying 

structures 
• Alert to future unintended 

consequences
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8 Systems 
Archetypes

• Fixes that fail—A solution is rapidly implemented to 
address the symptoms of an urgent problem. 

• Shifting the burden— attention shifts to short-term 
solutions or to the side effects.

• Limits to success—positive performance reaches its 
limit due to constraints that slow down the 
performance

• Drifting goals— when there is a gap between goal and 
actual performance, a conscious decision is to lower 
the goal, leading to lower system performance

• Growth and underinvestment—Growth approaches a 
limit potentially avoidable with investments in 
capacity. 

• Success to the successful— A successful effort gets 
disproportionately larger allocation of the resources to 
the detriment of the others.

• Escalation—Parties take mutually threatening actions

• Tragedy of the commons—resource is overused and 
get exhausted resulting in the shutdown of the 
activities of all parties in the system.
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Addressing Complex Systems
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How can we start
Steps I do
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Some steps

• Knowing what kind of system, you want to 
influence
• The rhythms of systemic change
• Scale: do you have to be big to be a systems 

innovator? small organizations can be 
catalysts
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What can I do?

• Everyone has some power to influence systems
• Situate individual actions
• Articulate the direction of systemic change, 

and link big ideas to individual innovations.
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What can you do
• There are many analytic tools for describing or 

modelling systems, sometimes with formal
• Models (e.g., of the behavior of an aircraft, or 

water flows in a city), or more conceptual
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Mapping the System
Frameworks are Visual Representation



Always the aim 
is to 

Show how different elements influence each 
other, and how changes in one might affect 
others. 
Examples:
• Mapping of the forces involved.
• Systems analysis of the supply chain
• Systems map of neighborhood regeneration 

(and the small number of variables on which 
government has significant influence).
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Create a Table
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Create a Table
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An example: System Map for

Obesity
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Obesity
Causes

• Is the problem “people eat too much and move 
too little”
• Conceptual models 
• An epidemiological model: agents such as 

food, viruses, and toxins are acting on a 
host to produce disease
• A homeostatic model: fat acts on the brain 

(controller) which in turn feeds back to act 
on the fat (controlled system)
• Genetic model: background loads the gun, 

and the environment pulls the trigger
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Obesity 
the 
environment 

• Work/school/home
• Community/locality, 
• National/ regional, and international levels. 
• Distal contextual factors 
• globalization of markets, 
• media 
• culture 
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Implications of the Foresight Obesity System Map for Solutions to Childhood Obesity
Diane T. Finegood, Thomas D.N. Merth and Harry Rutter -- Obesity (2010) 18, S13–S16. doi:10.1038/oby.2009.426
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ENGINE: energy intake - energy expenditure

22 direct influences

33 interconnections

eight interconnections

Parents

Practitioners

Policy Makers
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Full system map 
can be very 
elaborate

https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/tackling-obesities-future-choices#modelling
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System Solutions 
integrates many 
factors


